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Editorial
General surgery is a vast field; every organ causes different
symptoms, has a different pathology and requires a different
approach. Not surprisingly, every operation has completely
different steps the surgeon must follow and in the end even the
surgery of a specific organ or of a certain disease can vary a lot in
steps and technique given the materials available, the surgeon’s
experience and the complications and anatomical variations of the
patient on the table.

technique though it seems primitive was around for more than 33
centuries [2] and it seems that it was still practiced when Greek
Revolution for Independence took place [3]. Apart from insects,
ancient civilizations experimented with many materials; Indians
also tried to suture the skin with horsehair, leather, tree barks
while the Romans (Celsus) preferred threads. As for Galen he
introduced catgut suture [4]-which was a common type of suture
until recently.

In this editorial article we will try to examine a short history
of the last step of almost every operation which we consider to be
both fascinating and educational. We will also present information
about the closure of traumatic skin wounds in antiquity. Given that
organized operation rooms in the way we perceive them were not
available in antiquity we will make an attempt to understand how
ancient surgeons finished their surgeries and treated the wounded
making surgery step by step what it is today.

Celsus preferred wool or silk soft thread and he cleaned the
wound with vinegar, wine or cold water [5] (a primitive method for
cleaning the wound described by Hippocrates [6]). He separated
fresh wounds from chronic ulcers and suggested suturing for the
former, and he did describe a kind of metal clips [7]. Celsus did
suture the large bowel although he considered perforations to
the small irreversible [8]. He also provided specific instructions
on how to close the abdominal wall. He described a two-needle
thread technique which required both hands to suture and good
synchronization of the hands. Galen described two techniques for
closing the abdomen with the use of a single-needle thread. The
first one requires the surgeon to suture all layers together while in
the second one the peritoneum is also sutured. Galen supports the
second method because it seems to respect the peritoneum [9].

Ants for Staplers?

Conclusion

However, there is a step that is very much alike in almost
every surgery and this is the last step -surgical wound closure.
We are presenting the lesser known history about how the ancient
doctors did it.

In ancient Egypt most doctors did not specialized, and the
majority practiced general medicine. However, there are indications
that surgery must have been a different field. In Edwin Smith
papyrus (16th century BC) there is a special mention to surgery
and especially the closure of the skin wound; it seems that ancient
Egyptian surgeons used ants as a type of staples. Giant ants would
hold the wound together with their claws and then the surgeon
of the time would separate the ant’s body, leaving the claws in
site. This would allow the skin to heal protecting the patient from
possible infections [1].
Ancient Indians were also aware of this use of insects - and
they even used them as absorbable sutures for the intestines. This
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Surgery has evolved dramatically over the years. Back in
the past the surgeon’s improvisation abilities were in some cases
astonishing [10]. We believe that modern surgeons can only learn
from their skillful ancestors and use this information to conduct
modern sophisticated research on ancient ideas [11].
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